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INTRODUCTION

A general design approach for wideband lowpass

amplifiers is difficult to establish because of the diverse

applications for such amplifiers. Design usually proceeds

on the basis of the specific situation for which the

amplifier is intended. However, in integrated circuits

a single design approach, flexible enough to meet a wide

range of specifications, becomes increasingly desirable

because of the high cost associated with realizing a design

prototype. The primary objective of this report is the

formulation of a flexible design for a fully integrated,

temperature insensitive, wideband amplifier.

Because of its adaptability,a building block approach

is adopted for meeting typical overall amplifier specifi

cations. Most of the report is concerned with the reali

zation of the individual building blocks. A completely

monolithic structure, with direct coupling capability

between blocks, is specified.

Typically, desensitization of lowpass amplifier config

urations is accomplished through the use of negative

feedback. A feedback approach is particularly suitable
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for integrated circuits because the response can often

be cast in terms of ratios of passive feedback elements.

Such ratios can usually be realized with good precision

in integrated circuits, even though actual element tolerances

are quite large. Hence, considerable emphasis is given

in this study to a number of fundamental feedback config

urations.

The basic feedback configurations are studied on

a small-signal basis through computer-aided analysis.

For all but elementary configurations, precise analysis

is generally limited to numerical evaluations whether or

not a computer is used. The use of the computer, however,

allows the investigation of a large number of designs

in order to reach a general conclusion.
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CHAPTER 1: BUILDING BLOCK AMPLIFIERS

I. Review

The background for this study is provided primarily

by the work of Brodersen1; Solomon and Wilson*; and Breuer,
Buie, Schmunk, Braun and Sandlar3, These authors have

considered in detail the realization of wideband lowpass

amplifiers in integrated circuits.

In order to establish a temperature insensitive ampli

fier response while maintaining a large bandwidth, some

form of negative feedback is generally employed. Brodersen

has given attention to all of the basic feedback configur

ations shown in Fig. 1. Particular emphasis was accorded

the feedback pairs and the corresponding two device local

feedback cascades. Complete integrated realizations were

produced for the shunt-series pair and the shunt-series

cascade.

The series-series triple of Solomon and Wilson is

representative of typical integrated amplifiers. In the

paper the authors first discuss the suitability of the

triple, shown in Fig. 1(f) in basic form, for desensitized

wideband amplification. Then the configuration is analyzed

in detail and a full monolithic design is realized.
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Breuer, et al. undertook an extensive comparison of

a number of broadband amplifier configurations. Their

objective was the realization of an integrated memory sense

amplifier using a building block approach. Blocks consisting

of several common-emitter stages with local shunt and series

feedback were designed and realized in integrated form.

Among other important work in the area of integrated

broadband amplifiers is the integrated gain block developed

4.
by Haines . This block provides a nearly one-pole response

that is insensitive to temperature.

In monolithic circuits restrictions on element size

and type have made dc problems particularly important. As

a result this aspect of integrated amplifiers has received

intensive study. Widlar has presented a number of examples

wherein the inherent properties of integrated circuits are

used in overcoming the biasing problem. Solomon has

pointed out several approaches to the biasing of monolithic

configurations and has demonstrated the effectiveness of

a differential amplifier approach.
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II. The Building Block Concept

In situations where lowpass broadband amplifier

specifications cannot be satisfied with a relatively

simple ciruit configuration the building block concept is

3 7 8
often employed.' * 'This concept involves the cascading of

a number of ideally non-interacting blocks to produce an

overall amplifier. The amplifier can then be discussed

from a systems point of view in terms of the basic blocks.

Design of an individual block configuration is usually

straightforward and hence the block approach offers a

tractable design situation in cases where consideration

of the complete amplifier might be impossibly complex.

In addition, a wide range of overall specifications can

be met with a single block configuration through minor

modifications in the block design and variation of the

number of blocks used, .because of this design ease and

flexibility the block approach will be adopted in this

study.

a. Examples

The actual structure of the individual building blocks

may take many forms, perhaps the simplest being a single

common-emitter stage with local series or shunt feedback.

An amplifier consisting of an alternating cascade of such

stages is shown in Fig, 2. The shunt feedback stage approx

imates a transimpedance, providing low input and output
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impedance levels, while the series feedback stage produces

an approximate transadmittance, characterized by high input

and output impedances. Thus, in the alternating cascade of

Fig. 2 a high output impedance is coupled into a low input

impedance while a high input impedance is driven from a low

output imoedance. This impedance mismatch tends to minimize

the interaction between stages. Of course, truly non-

interacting stages are obtained only if the mismatch is

very great. In a configuration such as Fig. 2 the inter

action is significant and must be taken into account in

any precise design procedure.

Detailed considerations of the local feedback cascade

from a building block point of view have been undertaken

by Cherry and Hooper7 and by Breuer, et al.3; the latter

dealing with integrated circuits. Design procedures are

established and comparisons with other configurations are

carried out. The gain-bandwidth performance of the local

feedback cascade is concluded to be near optimum. However,

it should be noted that in neither of the studies is

temperature sensitivity taken to be of major concern.

An example of a more complicated realization for a

basic block is the gain block realized by Haines.* In

this configuration a number of stages are used along with

overall feedback in an effort to realize an "ideal" gain

element characterized by the transfer function
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where p0 and k0 are insensitive to changes in temperature.

The reduction in temperature sensitivity is considered

to be of primary importance in the design. A complete

monolithic realization of the block is produced and

studied in detail. The work is rather narrow however

in that the advantages and disadvantages of the circuit

used, relative to other possible configurations, are not

examined.

b. Restriction to monolithic realizations

In this study only completely self-contained monolithic

realizations are to be considered for the individual blocks.

The blocks should be capable of being directly coupled

in cascade without the use of additional circuit elements.

The usual approach to satisfying this reauirement in

integrated circuits is to establish a method of maintaining

a zero volt dc level at both input and output ports. This

necessitates some method of dc level shifting to compensate

for the dc collector-emitter drops which build up through

the amplifier.

Because some type of level shifting network must

be included within the block, an integrated block should

probably consist of more than a single common emitter stage

for the amplifier. The gain-bandwidth product of such a
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stage is generally not sufficient to warrant the incorp

oration of a relatively complicated level shifting mechanism

with each stage.

III. Realizing the Basic Block

In realizing the basic building block, the emphasis

of this report is to be on the small-signal ac performance.

This is not to say that dc considerations are unimportant.

Cn the contrary, the question of integrated realizability

is primarily a dc problem; and this question is to be kept

in mind at all times. However, the interest in this study

centers on how a number of common approaches to the dc

problem affect ac performance. The development of new

dc techniques will not be considered.

a. Ac considerations

From a small-signal ac standpoint, most practical

lowpass amplifiers can be related to one of the eight

basic configurations of Fig. 1. These configurations

result from various applications of negative feedback

in a cascade of common-emitter stages. Consideration is
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limited to at most three such stages. Because of stability

considerations, three is usually the largest number of common-

emitter stages that can be effectively employed within a

feedback loop. Also, three such stages is often the most

that can be conveniently cascaded without including a dc

level shift in the cascade.

A suitable means must now be established for deciding

which among the basic configurations is most effective in

meeting a typical set of broadband specifications. The

initial step is to consider just what constitutes such

a set of specifications. An accurate, designable low-frequency

gain may be regarded as a primary objective. it will also

be required that the gain magnitude roll off monotonically

with frequency. The low-frequency gain sensitivity should

minimized and a large bandwidth guaranteed. Typical numerical

specifications might be a voltage gain of 10, a 5 ns 10-90# rise

time (bandwidth of 70 MHz), and a maximum gain deviation of

±.2% over a 180°C temperature range.

Consideration is to be given only to cascades of

identical blocks. This implies a restriction to either

voltage gain or current gain as a transfer function since

the use of transfer impedances or admittances requires an

alternating cascade, as in Fig. 2. No specification as

to whether voltage or current gain is prefered will be

assumed. Rather a decision is to be made as to which of

these transfer functions is more suitable for integrated
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realization.

The transfer function, current or voltage gain,

that is more appropriate for each of the basic config

urations in Fig. 1 can be determined by assigning so-called

natural input parameters. The input parameter designated

ao natural for a configuration is that for which a non-ideal

source impedance level has the less degrading effect.

For example, suppose a voltage source i:: used to drive a

low input impedance amplifier. A practical voltage source

has associated with it a low series source resistance,

if the amplifier input impedance is low, a considerable

portion of the source signal may be lost across the source

resistance. On the other hand, a non-ideal current source

exhibits a high shunt source resistance. This resistance,

though finite, does not seriously degrade performance as long

as the amplifier input impedance is low. Thus, the natural

input parameter for a low input impedance configuration

is a current. This situation corresponds to all of the

configurations in Fig. 1 with shunt feedback at the input.

By a dual argument to the one above, the natural driving

situation for a high input impedance is a voltage source.

The configurations with series feedback at the input correspond

to this situation.

The argument as to what constitutes the natural input

parameter can also.be stated in terms of the type of feedback

involved. Where shunt feedback is employed at the input,

much of the feedback signal would be losi, through the source
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if a voltage source, i.e. a low impedance source, were

used. Hence, the natural input is a current. Similarly,

for a configuration where series feedback is used at the

input the natural driving situation is a voltage source.

The cransfer functions to be considered for the basic

feedback configurations are indicated in Fig. 1 through

the labeling of input and output parameters. These transfer

functions have been assigned on the basis of the natural

input parameter and the restriction to either voltage

or current gain.

b. Local and overall feedback

The configurations of Fig. 1 can be divided into two

classes on the basis of whether local or overall feedback

is used. As noted earlier, several authors have concluded

that the gain-bandwidth performance of the local feedback

cascades is generally as good as that obtained with the

corresponding overall feedback configurations.'* * For

example, Cherry and Hooper compared the shunt-series

cascade (Fig. 1(d)) with the shunt-series pair (Fig. 1(c)),

which has been analyzed in detail by Ghausi* The cascade

was found to exhibit only a slightly smaller bandwidth

than the pair for a given mid-band gain specification.

Brodersen has also compared the shunt-series pair and

cascade and has demonstrated the reason for their similar
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gain-bandwidth performance. In both configurations a current

is fed back to the base of the input transistor. However,

in the pair the feedback network samples the voltage at

the emitter of the second transistor while in the local

feedback cascade the base voltage of the second transistor

is sampled. Since the small-signal voltage at the base is

almost the same as the emitter for a transistor with local

series emitter feedback, the performance of the two config

urations is quite similar. The similarity in performance

of the series-shunt feedback pair (Fig. 1(a)) and cascade

(Pig. 1(b)) has also been pointed out by Brodersen.

In making a comparison between the feedback pairs

and local feedback cascades Broderson cites the latter

as being more conveniently handled when certain dc coupling

and biasing techniques are used; in particular, when voltage

reference diodes are used for coupling.

The principle argument in favor of overall, as opposed

to local, feedback is the improved desensitization of the

amplifier response that is obtained, while comparable

gain-bandwidth performance is maintained. This improvement
to

is made apparent by the following analysis.

Consider the two general feedback configurations of

Fig. 3. These diagrams represent local and overall feedback

systems which both utilize two identical forward gain blocks.

The forward transmission of the blocks is denoted by a. and

the reverse transmission is assumed to be zero. For the
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case where there is no interaction between blocks the

overall gain of the configuration in Fig. 3(a) is given by

A'= [ |-f,a T ('•*>

-F| is the local feedback around each forward gain block.

The sensitivity of At with respect to the forward transmission

a, is

In Fig. 3(b) overall feedback has been used around the two

forward gain blocks. The feedback transmission is denoted

by "fa and the overall gain is given by

A.. *l-**a* 0.4.)

The sensitivity of Aa with respect to the block forward

transmission is

^* " da/a " |--f,a? 0*5)

For an equal overall gain specification, A»=Az, it follows

from equations (1.2) and (1.4) that

»-**«* «D-^>^ (1.6)
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Upon subsitution of this result in equation (1.5), one finds

SA* = '— S*x (1.7)

Thus, for negative feedback, i.e. 0-^*0 > I , the sensitivity

of the configuration in Fig. 3(b) is less than that for

system in Fig. "5(a) by a factor of */(l-"f\a). Essentially,

the feedback has been more effectively utilized in the

overall feedback configuration.

c. Composite devices

Aside from the comparison of the standard configurations,

another ac consideration to be investigated is the composite

device idea. The composite device is a two device config

uration that is used as a direct replacement for a single

device, say in one of the basic configurations of Fig. 1.

The most common example of a composite device is probably

the Darlington pair.

oeveral authors have considered the composite stage

in some detail and this work is to be expanded on in this

report. There are nine possible dc connections of two

transistors of like polarity (e.g. both npn). Three of

these are simply cascades of the same device configuration

and are not particularly useful in situations where broad

band performance is desired. Brodersen has compared the
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remaining six possibilities with a reference common

emitter stage on the basis of gain-bandwidth product.

Three of the six configurations were found to provide a

gain-bandwidth product than the reference stage; these

are shown in Fig. 4.

The ce-cb cascade is the familiar cascode circuit.

As is obvious from Fig. 4b, this configuration easily

replaces a single device. Additional elements are required

to bias the base of the common-base transistor, but

these elements do not significantly affect the small-

signal performance of the configuration. The improved

performance obtained with the cascode circuit results

primarily from the reduction in the load impedance

presented to the common-emitter transistor. The very

low impedance presented by the input of the common-base

greatly reduces the Miller effect in the common-emitter

device. It will be found in Chapter 2, however, that

feedback through the common-base transistor may negate

the improved performance expected from the cascode.

The cc-ce configuration, a generalized Darlington

pair, also shows a gain-bandwidth product increase over

the common-emitter reference device. Inductive-capacitive

interaction between the common-collector output and

common-emitter input is the reason for this increase.

The cc-ce composite device is also useful for providing

a very high input impedance.

The cc-cb cascade in often refered to as the paraphase
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circuit or the emitter-coupled pair. The paraphase

is a non-inverting configuration at low frequencies.

That is, the output signal, taken at the collector of

the common-base transistor, is in phase with the input.

In contrast, a single common-emitter transistor, as well

as the ce-cb and cc-ce configurations, is an inverting

stage (the input and output are 180° out of phase) at

low frequencies. Therefore, the paraphase circuit often

cannot be subsituted directly for a common-emitter device

in a feedback configuration. Hence, the circuit is

not particularly suitable for use as a composite device.

However, one common configuration that utilizes the

emitter-coupled pair is shown in Fig. 5. Essentially,

a paraphase circuit is used to replace both transistors

in the series-shunt feedback pair. Note that to apply

negative feedback to a paraphase circuit it is necessary

to return the feedback signal to the base of the common-

base transistor.

Because it is a non-inverting stage the emitter-

coupled pair will not be considered further as a composite

device. Instead, the configuration of Fig. 5 will

be considered along with the configurations of Fig. 1

as a possibility for realizing the basic building block.

The circuit of Fig. 5 is very well suited to integrated

circuits from a dc standpoint.
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d. Dc considerations

The restriction to monolithic circuits generally

implies a limitation to direct-coupled configurations.

An exception to this has recently been introduced.

The configuration is ac coupled using integrated capacitors

However, the restriction on capacitor size leads to a lower

bandedge on the order of 1 MHz. This value is considered

here to be much too high for most lowpass applications.

Hence, only direct-coupled configurations will be examined.

A monolithic structure possesses the advantage

of close matching of thermal and electrical parameters

between similar circuit elements. This matching is the

basis of a number of techniques for achieving stable,

direct-coupled configurations. As an example, consider

the common-emitter bias scheme of Fig. 6. This circuit

was developed by several authors independentlyf>6 It

results in a relatively temperature insensitive collector

voltage for the transistor Qa. Because of the close

matching of devices, the collector currents in Q, and

Qa are nearly equal, both devices being driven by the

same base-emitter voltage. The current in Q^ is approx

imately given by

Then, since Ica« I cl , the collector voltage of Q£ is

V« - -S Vcc (,.,)
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If R, and R^ are fabricated in the same diffusion step,

the ratio Ra/R, is nearly temperature insensitive. Hence,

Vca is relatively insensitive to temperature changes.

The configuration of Fig. 6 has been considered by

Solomon from a differential viewpointf That is, the

configuration was developed from a general two transistor

differential amplifier. In the development, the effective

ness of a differential (or balanced) approach to dealing

with integrated circuits is emphasized.

Differential amplifiers are particularly well-

suited to integrated circuits because of the excellent

matching properties associated with monolithic structure.

For this reason, and since low power dissipation is not

of concern here, a differential configuration will be used

for the basic gain block.

When dealing with a differential configuration two

analysis approaches are available, une is to consider

the configuration in terms of differential and common-

mode equivalent half-circuits!*'13 A basic configuration,

such as those of Fig. 1, is taken as the differential-mode

half-circuit and the overall amplifier is viewed as a

double-ended connection of this half-circuit. An example

of the double-ended approach is shown in Fig. 7. The

series-shunt cascade is the basic configuration used.

If a perfect match is obtained among the elements of

this circuit, the differential small-signal response of
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the full circuit is identical to that of the basic series-

shunt cascade. Note that the biasing current sources in

the configuration do not appear in the differential-mode

equivalent half-circuit.

In the second approach to analyzing differential

configurations the amplifier is considered in terms of

a cascade of differential transistor pairs. For a

configuration that is basically double-ended, such as

that of Fig. 7, the pair approach offers no advantage

over the half-circuit approach. However, when a differ

ential balance is not maintained throughout the config

uration, the pair approach must be used. An example is

the paraphase cascade of Fig. 3. In this case the

symmetry of the configuration has been destroyed; yet,

from a dc standpoint, many of the advantages of a differ

ential configuration have been retained.

It should be pointed out that two dc supplies,

positive and negative, will generally be assumed available.

If a zero volt dc level is to be maintained at input

and output without ac coupling, two supplies are

mandatory.

(26)
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e. Level shifting

A differential approach to biasing has been intro

duced. It remains to consider methods of dc level shifting,

Solomon has summarized three approaches to this problem:

the use of alternate polarity transistors (i.e. npn and

pnp), level shifting through resistive voltage drops,

and the use of voltage reference diodes.

In monolithic structures, pnp devices are generally

limited to an £± of less than 10 MHz. Hence, the alternate

polarity approach does not appear suitable for wideband

applications.

The use of voltage reference diodes entails two

important disadvantages. First, the noise level in

such devices is usually quite high. Second, the reverse

breakdown voltage is not particularly well controlled.

Nevertheless, the technique should be kept in mind where

these disadvantages may not be critical. Brodersen

has used reference diodes extensively for coupling and

level shifting.

The resistive drop approach to level shifting appears

at this point to be the most suitable in wideband applica

tions. A common example of the techique is illustrated in

Fig. 8. The level shift is accomplished via the drop

across a resistance in an emitter-follower stage. By

using a transistor current source to bias the emitter-

follower, signal attenuation through the level shift is

minimized.
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CHAPTER 2: SMALL-SIGNAL PERFORMANCE

In this chapter the small-signal characteristics

of the eight basic feedback configurations (Fig. 1) and

the paraphase cascade (Fig. 5) are studied in detail. The

Use of composite devices will also be examined on an ac

basis. The principle tool of study is computer-aided

simulation and analysis. The circuit analysis program by

Calahan* is used for most of the analysis.

In relying on computer-aided analysis, one is of

course restricted to numerical evaluation. However,

except for elementary configurations, a precise frequency

response analysis is usually obtainable only in numerical

form, even if a computer is not used. Computer-aided

analysis simply allows the investigation of a large

enough number of circuits to Justify a general conclusion.
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I. The Small-Signal Models

The first step in a small-signal analysis is to

establish appropriate models for all circuit elements.

The integrated circuit transistor is well represented by
IS, 16,17

the complete hybrid-TT model shown in Fig. 9(a). Included

in this model is the parasitic substrate capacitance

between collector and ground.

While computer-aided analysis does permit the use

of a more complicated model than might be chosen for hand

calculations, there are definite limitations on the size

of circuits that can be handled in a reasonable amount of

time. Hence, it is advisable to keep the number of

elements in any model to a minimum, commensurate with the

overall precision desired. For the purposes of this study,

the complete hybrid-tt model can be reduced to the model

shown in Fig. 9(b). All collector-base capacitance is lumped into

the single capacitor C^. A buried layer technology is

assumed so that r^ is small enough to be neglected.

As long as the collector load resistances encountered

are not larger than a few kft, r0 and rM can usually be

neglected.

All resistors are assumed to be fabricated with the

base diffusion and can, in general, be modeled as a

distributed RC line. However, if small geometries are

maintained, the frequency effects associated with the

resistors can usually be disregarded. For example,
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a 5 k5l resistor with 0.3 mil line width typically has

a net parasitic capacitance to ground on the order of

0.1 pF. This corresponds to a time constant of 0.3 ns.

In most instances the capacitance can be neglected.

Capacitors are assumed to be MOS structures. For

the applications to be encountered here, the primary

parasitic element, a series resistance, can usually be

neglected.

(32)

II. A Numerical Basis for Small-Signal Comparison

a. The complete small-signal circuits

Incorporation of the transistor model of Fig. 9(b)

in the basic feedback configurations of Fig. 1 leads to

the small-signal circuits shown in Fig. 10. The particular

numerical designs to be analyzed will be based on the

specification of the low frequency gain. Therefore, the

gain expressions for each of the circuits in Fig. 10

have been listed in Table I. A straightforward nodal

analysis has been used to determine the gain expressions

for the local feedback cascades. For the overall feedback
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Series-Shunt Pmr
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oio) - ( RrRu V OqiQoiW Re +R* W__Re±Rf_\
VRT +r» +ntz A &o,+ i /Ik, + Re+R* '^(Re+RfJ +ReRf'

a>het-e.

ki * Ru

i^ .. Ra. + r»' -*-r^,
<VH
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A(ol -( ^Rl \ffl>,flot\f * W Ry-Ka )
\Rx+-n« +rn/l &,+ i Ar«+k,A R« + fcs /
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£ «•«

Ka"-
- (Rx +Ru) (fxa+nta) +(0ofc»O RxRi.
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Table I Low-frequency gain expressions for the
circuits of Fig. 10
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Series -Series Triple.
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Table I Cont'd
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configurations, an approximation to the ideal feedback

equation

A=T—— «.,)

(40)

is established. This technique has been demonstrated

by Ghausi and Pederson and an example is given in

Appendix A.

b. Appropriate bias, source and load resistances

To begin establishing numerical values for the

elements of the small-signal circuits in Fig. 10, suitable

source, load and bias resistances must be determined.

This can be done by considering the practical limitations

which are imposed on attaining the ideal operating condi

tions for either a voltage or current amplifier. A

voltage gain configuration operates ideally from a zero

impedance source into an open-circuit load, while a

current amplifier is ideally driven by an infinite

impedance source into a short-circuit load.

A typical low source or load impedance is 50 Jl.

This choice may seem rather arbitrary but it does represent

what is often encountered in a practical situation, such

as terminated coaxial cables. In choosing a practical

high resistance level, an important circuit limitation

should be considered. The typical load to ac ground from



(41)

the collector of a transistor in a common-emitter config

uration is generally limited to a few kft- by the collector

bias resistor. Thus, 2 kSl will be used for high source

and load impedances and for the interstage bias resistors,

R^.. An argument for the 2 kit limitation can also be

presented in terms of frequency response. A parasitic

capacitance to ground of the order of 2 pF is generally

associated with the collector of an integrated circuit

transistor. A 2 kfl. collector load resistance leads to a

time constant of 4- ns in conjunction with this capacitor.

A significantly larger load resistance results in a

proportionally larger time constant and might well represent

a limitation on broadband performance.

c. Transistor characteristics

The transistors to be used correspond to devices

17 i^
that are quite readily realized in integrated circuits.*

The device parameters assumed are as follows:

ft > 600 MHz

r* = 150 JX

C^ « 2 pF

Cp » 2 pE



These values have been assumed early in this study

and may appear rather pessimistic, particularly the

large value for C^, in view of the devices that can

presently be realized.

For convenience, it will be assumed that all active

devices in the circuits of Fig. 10 are biased at a

collector current of 4 mA. This level is usually

within the range of optimum transistor gain-frequency

performance. For the choice of Ic - 4 mA, the following

values are obtained for the remaining elements of the

hybrid-TV model (Fig. 9(b)):

g*, = 0.154 mho

r„ = 325

<V = 39 pF

d. Values for the feedback elements

The remaining step in numerically establishing the

circuits to be analyzed is the determination of values

for the feedback elements. This determination is based

on the specification of the low-frequency (midband)

gain. For the initial analysis only resistive feedback

will be employed. The use of capacitive compensation

in the feedback network will be taken up in Chapter 3-

(42)



A decision must be made as to the relative gain

requirements for the basic configurations. It seems

reasonable to specify a given amount of midband gain

per common-emitter device of a configuration. For

examole, suppose a low-frequency gain of 1000 is speci

fied for the overall amplifier. This gain might be

achieved with two blocks each utilizing a three transistor

configuration, or with three blocks each consisting of

a two device configuration. The appropriate gain

requirements are then 31.6 for the three device config

urations and 10 for the two device configuration.

That is, a gain of 3.6 per common-emitter device is

required. Since these specifications are typical of

situations demanding a precise midband gain and a large

bandwidth, they will be used in comparing the circuits

of Fig. 10.

The design of the two stage local feedback cascades

and the feedback pairs is now considered on the basis

of the gain of 10 specification. Since two feedback

elements, Re and R^, are involved, there is not a unique

design for a given gain specification. Some additional

criterion is needed to specify Re and R^ uniquely. For

the feedback pairs a simple requirement is to maximize

the low-frequency forward transmission a(0), subject to

a specified A(0), with respect to the loading effects

(43;
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of Re and Rjf.. This is nearly equivalent to maximizing

the low-frequency loop-gain

T(o) =. - ^(o) Q(o) (TL.Z)

and hence minimizing the sensitivity factor

cHA/A \

Unique "optimum" values of Re and Rf can thus be estab

lished for the feedback pairs. The optimization procedure

is carried out in Appendix B. Following the design of

the feedback pairs, the local feedback cascades are designed

of the basis of using the same value for Re as used in the

corresponding feedback pair.

The design values for Re and Rf are given in Table

II. Designs have been carried out for a spread of values

about the optimum by assuming values for Re of 0.75> 2

5, and 10 times the optimum value. For the feedback pairs

the loop-gain has been calculated for each design and is

included in the table.

a(0) and A(0) are the low-frequency values of the
open loop forward transmission and the overall gain,
as defined in the ideal feedback equation (Eq. (2.1)).
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DeskpN
Case

Semes-Swunt Pair

111 , i ii .i .

SeRiTES-SwUNT CASCADE

I (optimum) RftS4-7:a> Rf = -437JI Re - 4-7A , Rf = 6 17 R

2 Re=35#-> Rp- 326 rv Re= 35Tt, Rf = 489R

3 Re* °4-ft, Rf *• 88451 Re= 94^, R9 = t.»2ktt

«4 Re- 23551, Rf = 2.24-R5* Re = 23S.T*. > R? = 2.67 kSl

5 Rer4-70JI, Rf = 4.58 k*. Re^^TOSl, Rf*5.38kft

Ca«SE Shunt-Series Pajr Shunt-Series Cas^ape

1(optimum)* Rc^ 45R , Rf = 42Sft Re = 4-SJl, Rf - 5<?05l

a Re* 34-51, Rf « 3205* Ra* 34-5*, Rf =4-715*.

3 Rft* <?05I, Rf = 84-651 Ro-r lOSl) Rfr I.OSkJl

4- Re- 2255* > Rfc 2.16 ktt Rer 22S51, Rf=2.56k5*

5 Re= 4-S051, Rf r -4.4-6ktt Re = 4-son., Rf - s. 17 «st

De'si&kc
Case Series-Series "Triplc Scries-Shunt-Serics Cascapc

\ (optimum)

2

3

Ret-R82=»24«n., Rf^O

Rci^Rwaooil, Rf =24-5.R

Rei*Ree =500Jl, Rf =• 3.25 kS7

Re,= ReZ=124-51, Rf«3»SXL

R«,^R«2*2.005>.1 Rf= 764-5*

Rei =Rea =5005^ Rf=4-. 68 kS*

Design

case
Shunt-Shunt Tripue Shunt-Series-Shunt Cascade

| (optimum)

R«=200**> Rf,*R«-3S7ft

Re« SOOft, Rfi =RfE - 1^6 kJi

Re=2005l, Rf,*RfU=755fl-

Re=SO^> Rft^Rff 387 ft
2

3

DeStOM CASE WITH MAK'HUM LOOP CrA«N FOR THE OVEP.AU. FStOBACK CONFIGURATION

Table II Design values for the feedback elements
of the configurations in Fig. 10
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For the three device configurations a third feedback

element is involved and hence there is a third degree of

freedom available in the design of the feedback network.

As with the feedback pairs, the design of the triples is

based on the maximization of the forward transmission

a(,0). In addition, the arbitrary constraints that Re, = Rce

and JR.p, = Rfe will be imposed. From the expressions for

a(0) and f(0) in Table I the conditions for maximizing a(0),

subject to a specified A(0), are obvious. For the series-

series triple a(0) is maximum when R^ = 0. For the shunt-

shunt triple the maximum a(0) is obtained when Re =°°.

Design values corresponding to these conditions are given

in Table II. In addition, designs have been carried out

for the series-series configuration with R$> 0, and for

the shunt-shunt configuration with finite values of Re.

Designs for the series-shunt-series cascade are based

on using the values 124ft-, 200S*-, and 500St for RG, = Re2L.

For the shunt-series-shunt cascade the values 500 P-, 200 St,

and 50 TL were specified for Re.
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e. Temperature dependence

The designs for the configurations of Fig. 10

have been caried out on the basis of a temperature of

500°K. In order to determine the temperature sensi

tivity of the configurations, they are analyzed a number

of times with the element values modified to correspond

to various changes in temperature. The temperature range

considered is from 225°K to 375°K.

The assumed effects of temperature changes on the

elements in the transistor small-signal model are summar

ized in Table III. The temperature dependence of rx

is particularly difficult to establish. The value of

+2000 ppm/°K at 300°K is chosen to correspond to a case

where r% is dominated by the ohmic resistance between

the base contact and the edge of the emitter region.

That is, the temperature dependence of r^ is taken to

virtually the same as that of the diffused resistors.

The decision to neglect the contribution to the sensitivity

due to the active base region beneath the emitter is

consistent with a condition of strong dc and ac crowding.

Such a condition is appropriate to the relatively high

collector current levels being considered, where the gain-

frequency performance of the transistor is optimum, and

to the high frequencies that are being considered.

At this ooint the direct effect of temperature on



Parameter

|

A«sume.o Tbkp£ra.ture Depe^oencg

Go LtNE-AR^ +60OOppwy4 ©3oo°\<

<3m oc 7-r

*"y LinsAR }+aooO ff^/o @3oo°\<

wt XNseNS»TW£

C* ZCNSe-NS^TivJE

CP ZENSBNStTWlz

^ir «<Wg~

c* - (3^/coJ - ^/u

Table III Assumed temperature dependence of the
elements in the small-signal transistor
model

(48)
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ac performance is the subject of interest and hence the

configurations are assumed to be temperature insensitive

from a dc standpoint; that is, 1^ is taken as constant

with temperature. iMote that in the final design of

Chapter 4, 3^ is not invariant with temperature and the

effects of its variation must be incorporated in the

small-signal element temperature dependence.

All resistors in the circuits to be analyzed, includ

ing the source and load resistances, are assumed to

behave as if fabricated during the base (acceptor)

diffusion. A linear temperature dependence of +2000 ppm/°K

at 300°K is assumed. The assumption of linearity is not

a precise one. However, the deviation from a linear

relationship is not major and does not alter the conclusions

reached in the analysis.

MOS capacitors will be taken as nearly temperature

insensitive.



III. Analysis Results for the Basic Configurations

With suitable element values established, the

circuits of Fig. 10 were analyzed using Calahan's ac

analysis program. For the overall feedback configura

tions the ooen loop resoonse was also determined. The

results are summarized in Table IV. Gain variations

with temperature were found to be monotonic and hence

only the deviations over the full temperature range

(500°K =t 75°*0 are given.

a. Gain designability

From Table IV it is seen that the designability

of the low-frequency gain is satisfactory for all

configurations, the analysis values being within ±1 %

of the specified gain. In particular, this result

confirms the validity of treating the overall feedback

configurations through the ideal feedback equation,

at least as far as the low-freouency performance is

concerned.

(50)
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b. Frequency response - two device configurations

The frequency performance of the feedback pairs

and the corresponding two device cascades is seen to be

very similar. There are two dominant poles associated

with each of these configurations. The local feedback

configurations are seen to provide a greater stability

margin than the pairs. That is, for the complex dominant

poles, M/|M is larger for the cascades. This is to be

expected since, as noted in Chapter 1, the overall

feedback configurations represent a more effective use

of feedback.

The feedback pairs offer a distinct advantage over

the cascades from the standpoint of frequency compensation.

The pairs can be treated on a root loci basis and hence

possible techniques for improving the bandwidth may be

immediately apparent from the open loop response. For

example, a common broadbanding technique is the intro

duction of phantom zeros (i.e., zeros of the feedback

path) into the open loop response.* Such zeros can

be used to distort the root loci, yet they do not appear

explicitly in the closed loop response. Of course,

there are compensation techniques suitable for dealing

with the local feedback cascades but often they are

not as precise as the root loci approach.



If the response of the shunt-series feedback pair

is examined carefully, a characteristic common to overall

feedback configurations with a series feedback connection

at the output becomes apparent. The feedback network of

this configuration does not sample the output variable,

the current in the resistive load, directly. Rather, it

is fed by the total emitter current of the output

transistor. At low frequencies this distinction appears

only through the factor ly&02in the expression for f(0).

However, because of capacitive loading at the output

collector a zero is introduced into the relationship

between the output and feedback currents. The complete

expression for the feedback transmission in the shunt-

series pair is:

Through an extensive computer-aided analysis the zero,

z0, was found to be given by

where RL is the resistive load presented to the output

collector and CQ is an effective capacitance load given

by

Co ~ C-/W& +Cpa + CL (2.6)

(60)
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CL is the actual capacitive load. The form of C0 may

not be immediately apparent since 0^z is not a capacitance

to ground. That.equation (2.6) is correct is brought out

in Appendix C.

The effect of the output zero is essentially to

introduce a phantom zero into the response. Whether

or not this zero is important depends on the relative

magnitudes of C0 and RL. For the shunt-series pair

Ru = 5051 and 0^+ Cpa = 4 pF. Therefore, for no capacitive

load, z0 = -50x10 sec . This value is well outside the

dominant poles for the shunt-series pair. Hence the

zero does not significantly affect the bandedge frequency

response. It should be remembered, however, that the

output zero is present in any configuration with series

feedback at the output. In particular, the zero may

have a dominant effect on the response of the series-

series triple.

c. Frequency response - three device configurations

From Table IV the three transistor configurations

are seen to exhibit three dominant poles. The additional

dominant pole associated with these configurations, as

compared to the two device circuits, may represent a

significant broadband limitation.

Comparison of the open loop responses for the series-
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series triple and the shunt-shunt triple reveals that

the largest dominant pole is of considerably smaller

magnitude for the latter configuration. This would

seem to impose a severe limitation on the frequency

performance of the shunt-shunt triple. It is virtually

impossible to obtain a closed loop bandwidth that is

greater than the magnitude of the third (largest) dominant

pole while maintaining a monotonically decreasing response.

Therefore, based on the open loop results of Table IV,

the bandwidth for the shunt-shunt triple appears limited

to values on the order of 30 MHz. As will become apparent

in Chapter 3, this is considerably less than bandwidths

that can be obtained with configurations such as the

series-shunt pair and the series-series triple.

The series-series triple does not appear to suffer

as severely from dominant pole limitations as the shunt-

shunt configuration, though it certainly appears to

present a more difficult broadbanding problem than do

the feedback pairs. However, as noted earlier, the

so-called output phantom zero associated with series

feedback at the output must be taken into consideration.

Because of the large load resistance presented to the

triple the zero is of the same order of magnitude as the

dominant open loop poles. For example, with Ru = 2 kH

and no capacitive load the zero is located at -1.25x10* sec"* .

Since the open loop zeros tend to "peg" the closed loop



poles, the zero represents a bandwidth limitation in

this case. Obviously the output zero must be increased

in magnitude if the configuration is to be useful as a

wideband amplifier. This increase can be effectively

achieved through a reduction in R^. The topic is taken

up in Chapter 3.

A comparison between the local and overall feedback

three device configuration leads to conclusions similar

to those from the comparison of the feedback pairs and

two device cascades. Feedback is more effectively

utilized in the overall feedback configurations and

as a result the dominant complex closed loop poles are

pushed further from the real axis. Hence the stability

question becomes an increasingly important problem with

the feedback triples, witness the right-half plane poles

for the shunt-shunt triple. Effective methods of

frequency compensation are obviously mandatory.

d. Temperature sensitivity

The gain temperature sensitivity results in Table

IV confirm the superiority of overall feedback in provid

ing a desensitized response. For every overall config

uration there is a significant reduction in sensitivity

compared to the corresoonding local feedback cascade.

The series-shunt pair and the shunt-series pair

are quite similar from the standpoint of temperature

(63)



sensitivity, despite the fact that the loop gain is

significantly larger for the shunt-series configuration.

This is accounted for by a less sensitive forward

transmission with the series-shunt circuit. The closed

loop gain sensitivity is given by

dA(o> | cU(o)

cAT t+T(o) c\T
(2.7)

(64)

Thus, while T(0) is larger for the shunt-series pair,

so is the forward transmission sensitivity cUfc^T".

As a result the overall gain sensitivity is comparable

for the pairs.

The best sensitivity performance obtained is that

for the feedback triples. The advantage is even more

significant when it is recognized that a cascade of

only two triples is used to realize the same overall

gain as a cascade of three feedback pairs. The sensi

tivity of such an overall gain is twice that of a single

triple when a triple cascade is used, but when a pair

cascade is used it is three times the sensitivity of

the pair alone.

While the sensitivity performance of the shunt-series-

shunt cascade is very poor, that of the series-shunt-

series cascade is surprisingly good. Though still

inferior to the feedback triples, this cascade does appear

comparable to the feedback pairs on a sensitivity basis.



e. Summary

Based on the above results a summary comparison

of the small-signal performance of the basic feedback

configurations can now be made. The performance of

the two device feedback cascades is relatively poor

compared to the feedback pairs. While the cascades

are satisfactory in terms of gain-bandwidth product,

the pairs offer significantly superior desensitization

to changes in temperature. Also, the pairs are somewhat

easier to design and broadband. Between the feedback

pairs themselves, there is little distinction on a

small-signal basis.

The feedback triples offer the lowest gain sensi

tivity among the basic configurations but introduce

broadbanding and stability problems. These problems

appear virtually insurmountable in the shunt-shunt

triple, but the series-series triple definitely appears

worthy of further consideration* The excellent sensi

tivity performance of this warrants a detailed consider

ation of the broadbanding aspects.

The shunt-series-shunt cascade appears to be an

inferior configuration on almost any basis of comparison.

The series-shunt-series cascade displays adequate

sensitivity performance but the configuration is difficult

to design and broadband.

(65)



From a small-signal standpoint it thus appears

that three of the eight configurations in Fig. 1 should

be examined in more detail. These three are the shunt-

series pair, the series-shunt pair and the series-series

triple. The series-shunt-series cascade might also be

considered if overriding dc problems arise with the

overall feedback configurations.

(66)

IV. The,Emitter-Coupled Pair

In the first chapter it was noted that the cc-cb

stage might best be considered in terms of the feedback

configuration of Fig. 5« This configuration is basically

a series-shunt feedback pair with the emitter-coupled

pair used as a composite device. The output voltage is

sampled and a voltage is fed back to the base of the

common-base transistor in the first emitter-coupled pair.

The emitter voltage of the common-base device approximately

follows the base voltage, assuming the feedback network

represents a large load impedance for the base. A positive

increment in this emitter voltage corresponds to a negative

increment in the emitter voltage of the common-collector

transistor. Thus, the feedback appears as negative series
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feedback at the input.

The small-signal equivalent circuit corresponding

to Fig. 5 is given in Fig. 11. If an approximation to

the ideal feedback equation is established for this circuit,

using the technique demonstrated in Appendix A, the low-

frequency forward transmission is given by

a(o) = aol QoS (- «±— \ ( Ru(Rb+R<) \

( gb+-P+ \ (2B\
I (Rs +ni, +rxH rnt+rxe)(Rb+Rf) +- RbR.J

The feedback transfer function at low frequencies is

•Fte) - - Rb+ R* &.*r)

The configuration of Fig. 5 was designed for an

overall voltage gain of 10. The expression for aY(0)

is of the same form as for the series-shunt and shunt-

series pairs and hence, the design of the feedback

network can be optimized in the manner of Appendix B.

The maximum loop gain of T(0) = 166 is obtained for

Rb = 467SI and Rf * 4.25 kft. Note that the loop gain

is much higher than that obtained for the feedback pairs.

In fact, the loop gain is seen to be higher than that

of a number of the feedback triple designs. However, the

triples have a higher specification for Av(0). Thus,

while the loop gain may be higher for the circuit of Fig.
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5 than for the triples, the triples still exhibit a

larger forward transmission, a(0).

The small-signal ooen loop configuration correspond

ing to the maximum loop gain design for Fig. 11 was

analyzed using the same transistor model as used for

the circuits in Fig. 10. The results are given in Table

V. Two serious disadvantages of the configuration are

immediately apparent from the open loop response. First,

a third dominant pole is present in comparison to the

feedback pairs. More importantly, a dominant pair of the

open loop poles is complex. Upon closing the feedback

loop it is extremely difficult to maintain an unpeaked

response, particularly with the large loop gain available.

The origin of the complex open loop poles is the

interaction between the first and second emitter-coupled

pairs. In the second pair, the common-base device

exhibits an inductive input impedance that is magnified

by the emitter-follower and presented to the first pair.

Interaction between this inductance and output capacitance

of the first common-base transistor leads to the complex

pole pair.

Because of the disadvantages cited above, the

configuration of Fig. 5 appears to be inferior to the

feedback pairs and the series-series triple. Hence

it will not be considered further.
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V_. Analysis of the Composite Devices

In Chapter 1 three composite device configurations

are noted to provide a higher gain-bandwidth product than

a single common-emitter stage, when operating under

comparable conditions. The cc-cb circuit is a non-

inverting configuration and has already been considered

in terms of the configuration in Fig. 5« The ce-cb and

cc-ce configurations are suitable as direct replacements

for a common-emitter stage and will now be investigated

on a small-signal basis.

a. The ce-cb configuration

The cascode (ce-cb) circuit is a natural replacement

for the common-emitter transistor in providing current

amplification. Since the current gain of the common-

base device is nearly unity, the current gain of the

cascode is virtually the same as that of a common-emitter

stage. However, the common-base transistor provides

a low impedance load for the common-emitter transistor

and hence reduces the Miller effect in that device. The

result may be a significant broadbanding of the dominant

pole.

In Fig. 12 the cascode is compared with a common-

emitter stage on a current gain basis, driving a S0J1

load from a source with a 2 k5L impedance. The same
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device model as used in previous work is assumed. The

results indicate a marked shift in the dominant pole

away from the origin. A pair of complex non-dominant

poles that do not significantly affect the bandwidth are

introduced. The net result is approximately a 35^ increase

in bandwidth.

On the basis of the results in Fig. 12, the cascode

circuit appears attractive as a composite device.

However, it should be noted that a single composite

device is not often used to drive a load as low as 50SI .

Hence, the cascode has been analyzed for a number of

larger load resistances. Results are summarized in Table

VI. Also given in the table are the responses for a

common-emitter stage operating into similar loads.

Because of increased feedback through CM of the common-

base transistor, an increase in the load resistance is

seen to reduce drastically the magnitude of one of the

non-dominant poles of the cascode. For example, when

a load of 300JI is used, the lowest non-dominant pole

has moved in to -4,44x10ssec"1. For an 800 a load

this pole is moved in so far that a complex pair of

dominant poles results. With a high load resistance

the cascode still exhibits a higher gain-bandwidth

product than a single common-emitter transistor driving

a similar load; however, in a feedback loop the circuit has

the effect of introducing an additional dominant pole.
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Table VI Effect of an increase in load resistance
on the responses of the ce-cb and common-
emitter stages. R, - ? kJi
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Thus, the cascode does not appear suitable for use as

a composite device within a feedback configuration unless

it is loaded by a resistance that is rather small, say less

than 100 SI.

b. The cc-ce configuration

The low-frequency voltage gain of a common-emitter

stage is not drastically altered by the addition of

a common-collector transistor at the input. The voltage

gain of the common-collector device is nearly unity.

Thus, the generalized Darlington (cc-ce) circuit is

compared to a single common-emitter device on the basis

of voltage gain. A source resistance of 50ft and a

load of 2 kSL are assumed in the initial analysis. The

results are given in Fig. 13. The magnitude of the

dominant pole is seen to be increased by about 1.5$

in the cc-ce configuration as compared with the common-

emitter stage. A second pole is introduced at approximately

an order of magnitude above the dominant one. This

pole may be undesirable in a feedback situation.

The responses of the cc-ce and common-emitter

configurations are compared for increasing source impedances

in Table VII. An increase in the source resistance for a

cc-ce configuration has much the same effect as a load

increase for the cascode. The lowest non-dominant pole
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is reduced in magnitude. The effect is not as severe .

as when the load for the cascode is increased, but none

the less, the cc-ce cicuit does not appear suitable

for use in a feedback configuration except when it is

driven from a very low source or output resistance.

(78)
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CHAPTER 3: BROADBANDING AND MONOLITHIC REALIZATION

In the previous chapter the basic configurations

of Fig. 1 and the emitter-coupled configuration of Fig.

5 are analyzed strictly on a small-signal basis. The

shunt-series pair, the series-shunt pair and the series-

series triple are found to be the most suitable config

urations for temperature insensitive broadband ampli

fication. A further comparison among these configurations

is now to be made through a detailed consideration of

the problems faced in obtaining a complete integrated

realization. In particular, the effects of dc level

shifting and the various means of broadbanding are

examined. From these considerations it will be shown that

the shunt-series pair is not well suited to direct-

coupled realizations. However, a decision as to the

relative merits of the series-shunt pair and the series-

series triple is not easily reached. A detailed consid

eration of possible broadbanding approaches does finally

lead to a conclusion favoring the triple.
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I. Consequences of Level Shifting

In Chapter 1 three approaches to dc level shift

ing in direct-coupled circuits are pointed out. The

resistive level shifting technique (Fig. 8) is noted as

the most suitable for wideband applications. With this

technique the dc voltage drop is achieved simply by

establishing a dc current through an appropriate resistor,

A resistance of relatively large magnitude is required

if typical low current levels are to be maintained.

For example, a 2 k*l reistor is needed if a 4 volt drop

is to be achieved with a 2 mA current. Hence, it can

be expected that a reistive level shift will present

a high impedance load to the preceding network. This

fact has immediate consequences with regard to the

relative merits of the three configurations under consid

eration. The shunt-series pair is a natural current

amplifier and has previously been examined with a low

impedance load, while the series-shunt pair and series-

series triple have been treated as voltage amplifiers

driving high impedance loads. Thus, a resistive level-

shift is consistent with the loading already considered

for the series-shunt and series-series configurations,

but the effect of such a high impedance load on the

shunt-series pair is yet to be determined.

The shunt-series pair circuit of Fig. 10(c) is
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analyzed using a 2 kft load in place of the natural

50*L load. The resulting effect on the open loop

natural frequencies is shown in Fig. 14. Both of the

dominant poles are moved significantly toward the

origin when the load is increased. The reduction in

the magnitude of these poles is so severe that the

broadband performance of the shunt-series configuration

becomes markedly inferior to that of the series-shunt

pair. Note that it is not feasible to improve the

performance by shunting the input of the level shifting

network with a small resistance (to reduce the load

presented to the pair) because of the resulting loss

in current gain.*

Because the series-shunt and shunt-series pairs

offer similar sensitivity performance while resistive

level shifting severely narrowbands the shunt-series

configuration, the shunt-series pair is eliminated from

further consideration.
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It is assumed that the level shifting network will be
located at the output of the block, as a load on the
basic amplifier. If a resistive level shift is located
within the amplifier, such as between the two transis
tors of the shunt-series pair, the associated gain
attenuation reduces the amplifier loop gain. In
addition, when located within the amplifier the level
shifting network introduces another possibly significant
pole into the feedback loop.
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II. Broadbanding the Series-Shunt Pair and Series-Series Triple

At this point the series-shunt pair and the series-

series triple remain for further investigation. Both

configurations are considered as voltage amplifiers and

appear well suited to monolithic realizations. The pair

offers large bandwidth and fairly good sensitivity perfor

mance under low gain specifications. Also, it possesses

a simple pole-zero distribution and as a result is easily

designed and compensated. However, the pair does suffer

from a limited loop gain. The triple provides a much

larger loop gain, making it suitable for higher overall

gain operation and leading to excellent response desensi-

tization. The pole-zero distribution for the triple

is somewhat more complicated than that for the pair and

hence broadbanding may be more difficult*

In this section both the pair and the triple are

to be broadbanded using simple capacitive compensation.

The primary aim is to determine whether a bandwidth

approaching that of the pair can be obtained for the

triple.

Note that for any compensation scheme which is

considered, element tolerances must be sufficiently large

so as to make monolithic realization practical.
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a. The series-shunt pair

The dominant and lowest non-dominant open loop

pole locations for the series-shunt pair (corresponding

to the Re = 4751 design of Chapter 2) are shown in Fig. 15.

Compensation for broadbanding the pair is obtained via a

shunt capacitor across the resistor R^. This capacitor

leads to a feedback transfer function

£<

where

Pi = - J5sl«f J-
(3.2)

The pole pf is generally non-dominant since Re is

significantly less than R^ in most cases. The effect

of the capacitor on the dominant pole loci arises from

the phantom zero introduced at Zr.

Distortion of the dominant pole loci so as to

broadband the pair can be obtained with the phantom

zero in two ways. In Fig. 16 the zero is located

outside both dominant poles. Upon closing the feedback

loop the poles move together and split into the complex

plane, assuming the loop gain is sufficient. The

presence of the zero bends the loci away from the

imaginary axis until the lowest non-dominant pole, which
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Fir. 15 Open loop poles of the series-shunt pair
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Fig. 16 One approach to positioning the
phantom zero for broadbanding of
the series-shunt pair
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may be p^ , approaches the zero. If there were no

non-dominant poles the dominant pole loci would return

to the negative real axis outside the phantom zero.

The extent of the broadbanding obtainable with

the technique of Fig. 16 depends on how severely the

loci can be bent toward the phantom zero and away from

the imaginary axis. The closer the zero is located to

the largest dominant pole, the more severe the distor

tion of the loci. However, the zero is also drawing

in the lowest non-dominant pole and hence, the closer

the zero is to the origin, the smaller the magnitude

of this third pole in the closed loop response. If

the third pole is brought in too far it may become

the dominant factor governing the frequency performance.

For the Av(0) = 10 specification with Re = 47*.

the frequency response was determined for a number of

phantom zero locations outside both dominant poles.

Representative results are given in Table VIII. In

case 1 the phantom zero is located too far out

from the dominant poles and as a result the dominant

pole loci are not sufficiently distorted; this leads to

peaking in the frequency response corresponding to case 1.

The zero location in case 2 appears to be near-

optimum. For this case the complex poles lie at

approximately 47° from the negative real axis with a

magnitude of 5.15x10 sec"1. The third pole is located



Case

—————

do8 «-**Vi»c)
PoLCS "Zeros

(toBr».*A«c)

-3,07*j3.87 -*6.Stjl2.3

\ 3.3PF -6.1
-12.6

-4-2.3

' -III.

*I2.3±JZ4.4

-3,48*j 3.8 -44.8-fcjl2.3

a 3.1 pF -5,1
-10.6

-43.

-106

+U.3*j23.8

-4.63*j4vo7 - 42,S*j 6.18

3 5,1 PP -4.S
-6.ol

-43

-17

+ 1.8^j23.

-S.3 ±jS.I -38

A 6pP -3.S
-3.16

-43

-13

+8.8±.j22.

Table VIII Series-shunt pairs responses for
the phantom zero located as in
Fig. 16
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0 -I

at -10.6x10 sec . The resulting bandwidth is 78 MHz.

For the magnitude of Zjp smaller than that in case 2, as in

cases 3 and 4, the lowest non-dominant pole is brought in so

far that it represents a limitation on the bandwidth.

An alternative oossiblity for broadbanding the

series-shunt pair is shown in Fig. 17. Here the phantom

zero is located between the two dominant poles, preferably

Just inside the pole of larger magnitude. Upon closing

the feedback loop the dominant pole closest to the origin

moves out toward the zero; the dominant pole outside

the zero moves to meet the lowest non-dominant pole.

For this situation the frequency performance is governed

primarily by lowest pole. The important conditions

for using this technique are an accurate knowledge of

the location of the largest dominant open loop pole,

so the zero can be positioned Just inside it, and

sufficient loop gain to move the lowest pole close to

the zero.

For the R = H?SI design the second dominant pole

is located at -3.65x10°sec'. Therefore the magnitude

of the lowest closed loop pole, and hence the bandwidth

is at best on the order of 50 MHz, This is well below

the bandwidth obtainable with the approach of Fig. 16.

In order to improve the performance it is necessary to

move the second open loop pole away from the origin.

This can be done through the use of a "pole-splitting"
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Fig. 17 Alternative positioning of the
phantom zero in the series-shunt
pair
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2>n,«S
capacitor in the forward transmission path. A

capacitor, C,s, between the collector and base of the

shunt feedback transistor in the pair accomplishes the

pole-splitting function (Fig. 18). In Table IX results

are given for Cs = 5, 10 and 15 pF. For Cs = 10 pF
& i

the second open loop pole is moved out to -6.25x10 sec .

Hence, the phantom zero can be located much further

from the origin than is the case without Cs. However,

a new problem arises when Cs is used. Besides moving

the second pole out, the lowest pole is moved in signifi

cantly. In the case of Cs = 10 pP it has been shifted

6 I
to -0.046x10 sec . The question arises as to whether

the loop gain is still sufficient to bring the lowest

pole out to the zero. Upon closing the loop with Cs = 10 pF,

the dominant pole only moves out to -1.48x10 sec"1. This

indicates that the loop gain is not sufficient to achieve

the desired broadbanding by the technique of Fig. 17.

A number of additional designs were examined where less

severe pole-splitting was employed, but it does not appear

possible to obtain bandwidths as large as can be achieved

with the approach of Fig. 16.

In summary, optimum broadband performance for the

series-shunt pair appears to result from the compensation

approach of Fig. 16. Pole-splitting does not appear to

be a particularly desirable technique when dealing with
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Fig. 18 Pole-splitting capacitor, Cs, in
the series-shunt pair
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cs
Op&m Loop Pole.* Opcn Loop ^e.(2os

- .eoa -96

- 3,65" +49
o - 26.2.

-32 5

+ 770

- .OTS -23.9

-5,4 ~9S

5PF -2.1.4 ±j0'4- + 2t

-247 + 49

-.04<S -IZ2

lO PF
-6.as -9S"

+ IS"

- 238
+ 49

- . 026 -14,3

-7.0"7 -95

15-pf -I7.6±j7.39

-aa4

+ 12.

+49

Table IX Effect of pole-splitting on the open
loop response of the series-shunt
pair
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the pair because of the limited loop gain available.

The largest closed loop bandwidth obtained for the

series-shunt pair is 78 MHz, corresponding to case 3

of Table VIII.

b. The series-series triple

As noted in Chapter 2, the first consideration

in broadbanding the series-series triple is the position

ing of the feedback zero associated with the output

collector. For the 2 kft. load resistance used in Chapter

2, the output zero is located at -1.25x108 sec-' and

represents a broadband limitation. In order to increase

the magnitude of the zero, the net load resistance must

be reduced. If the load resistance is changed from

2 ksi to 200JI, sufficient latitude is provided for the

positioning of the zero through control of CL. For no

capacitive loading, a load resistance of 200sl places

the zero at -12.5x10 sec . In any actual building

block realization some load capacitance can be expected.

For examole, if the triple is to drive a resistive level

shifting network such as that of Fig. 8, the input of the

level shift appears approximately as a capacitive load.

Because of the large series emitter resistance for the

emitter-follower, the input capacitance is essentially

C^ of the common-collector transistor. For this situation
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the output phantom zero (equation (2.5)) is located

at -8.33x10 sec .

It might first appear that the reduction of the

load resistance to 20057. would seriously degrade the loop

gain of the triple. This in fact is not the case if the

values of R$, Rei and Rez are modified to adjust for

the change in loading on av(p). For example, with

a 2 kst load and a gain specification of 31.6 the maxi

mum loop gain is obtained for Rf = 0, Rev = Rez = 124- n.

Reduction in RL to 200si implies a corresponding reduction

to R{ =0, Ret a Re2 = 12.4-.ft if maximum loop gain is to

be maintained. With this in mind a number of new

designs were carried out for the series-series triple

with RL = 200 51. Values of Rai = Ren were specified

as 12.4-.fi., 50 51 and 100SI. For a closed loop low-

frequency gain of 31.6, appropriate values of R^ are

given in Table X. Also given in this table are the

values of Tv(0) and the small-signal analysis results

for the open loop pole and zero locations, and the closed

loop low-frequency gain sensitivity.

The results in Table X indicate that, while the

designs using low values for Re, and Re^ exhibit a very

high loop gain, the second and third dominant poles are

of a considerably reduced magnitude for these designs.

In order tc obtain optimum broadband performance for the

triple, the value of R«., = IW should be made as large
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FSETOEACWT
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-43.B
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-.076 -I2.S

*S05l
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-2.U

-4.32

-2H.3

-40.3

-94.1

+ 4*7.9

Rf--3C35Z -37. a

-43.2

-318.

-S32.

+ 770.

-.064 -12.S

Bei- Bea -3.V7 -4^3

•= ioon

35.S 3\.4- -2.57. -%-l.W. -2e.a
-72.1

-*-2S. 1
pj*l,4S*a

.,,

-38.2

-42.7

-2L70.

+ 770.

Table X Small-signal responses of the series-series
triple designs for a load resistance of 200 P.
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as possible while still maintaining sufficient loop

gain to position the closed loop poles properly. A low

Re design could be used along with a oole-splitting

technique to increase the magnitude of the second and

third dominant poles. However, because of the severe

reduction in the magnitude of the lowest pole when a

pole-splitting capacitor is used, a correspondingly

larger loop gain is required for positioning the closed

loop poles. The net effect remains about the same as

merely increasing the specification for Rc, = Re-2..

Extensive computer-aided analysis indicates that better

performance can generally be obtained through increasing

the emitter feedback resistors than by using a pole-

splitting capacitor. The former approach also has

the advantage of requiring fewer capacitors to be fabricated.

The Re, a Rez = 50 SL design of Table X represents

a suitable compromise between the positioning of the

open loop poles and the amount of loop gain available.

In broadbanding this configuration two negative real

axis phantom zeros are available: zQ associated with

the series feedback at the output, and z.p resulting

from the use of a capacitor in shunt with R^ . Possible

locations for these zeros relative to the dominant

open loop poles are shown in Fig. 19.

In cases (a) and (b) of Fig. 19? the bandwidth is

limited by the location of the second lowest open loop

pole. For the triple, the magnitude of this second pole
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Fig. 19 Possible phantom zero locations for
the series-series triple
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is relatively small and hence the bandwidth obtainable

in cases (a) and (b) is considerably less than that

which can be achieved when the zeros are positioned as

in case (d).

In Fig. 19(c) both feedback zeros are located

between the second and third dominant poles, while in

Fig. 19(d) the output zero is moved as far from the origin

as possible. Which of these approaches will lead to

the largest bandwidth can be perceived by considering the

ideal feedback equation in the limit when T(p) is

large. For this limit A(p) ^ l/f(p) so that the closed

loop poles correspond to the feedback zeros. Hence,

Fig. 19(c) corresponds to a two pole response with the

poles in the neighborhood of the two phantom zeros,

while Fig. 19(d) should lead to a response with a

bandwidth which is nearly that of the single phantom

zero, Zjp. On this basis one might guess that the approach

used in case (d) provides a larger bandwidth.

In Table XI typical results for broadbanding the

R«, = Re-E = 50 51 design with zero locations as in Fig. 19(c)

are presented. These results, together with those of

Table XII, clearly indicate the superiority of the

technique of Fig. 19(d). For case (c) the lowest complex

pole pair is not drawn sharply toward the phantom zeros

but is pushed well away from the negative real axis. In

addition, the third dominant pole and the lowest non-dominant
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Table XI Results for broadbanding the series-series
triple with the phantom zeros located as
in Fig. 19(c)
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pole split off the real axis and are brought quite close

to the phantom zsro locations. These poles have a

dominant effect on the closed loop response and limit

the bandwidth to less than 50 MHz. The shape of the

root loci corresponding to Fig. 19(c) is shown in Fig. 20.

In '^able XII representative results are given for

broadbanding the Rei » RC2> = 50 st design via the approach

of tfig. 19(d). Note that in this approach the output

phantom zero is moved as far as possible from the origin

and is not critical in determining the response. This

is desirable since the output zero depends on active

device and load capacitiances and hence is not as well

controlled as z^ = l/RfCf . Also, no C,_ need be added to

position the output zero.

In case 1 of Table XII, the complex poles have not

been moved far enough from the real axis to provide

the maximum bandwidth commensurate with a monotonic

roll off. In case 2, a peaked response results since

the complex poles are not moved far enough from the

imaginary axis. Case 3 corresponds to the largest band

width that could be obtained for the series-series triple

under the specification Av(0) = 31.6. The dominant
fe — \

poles in this case are located at -3.58x10 sec and

-1.85^4.43xlOe sec"'. The bandwidth is 80 MHz and the

response is nearly maximally flat magnitude.



Fig. 20 Actual shape of the root loci when the
phantom zeros are located as in Fig. 19(c)
and a non-dominant pole is present
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Case cf
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Table XII Results for broadbanding the series-series
triple with the Dhantom zeros located as in
Fig, 19(d)
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A number of attempts at broadbanding the Re* = Re^ =50 5"*.

design were made using a pole-splitting capacitor between

the collector and base of the second transistor in the

triple. Values of 1, 2, 3» and 4- pF were used. In no

case could a bandwidth larger than 80 MHz be obtained.

III. Conclusion

Based on the preceding results the series-series

triple definitely appears to be the most suitable

configuration for desensitized wideband amplification

in integrated circuits. Though the pole-zero distribution

is more complicated for this configuration than for the

feedback pairs, a bandwidth comparable to that of the

pairs can be achieved while providing a larger low-

frequency gain and a much lower gain temperature sensitivity,
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CHAPTER 4: FINAL AMPLIFIER DESIGN

In this chapter a complete design for a gain block,

based on the series-series triple configuration, is

developed. A low-frequency gain of 30 with a bandwidth

greater than 50 KHz is specified. Gain sensitivity

is to be less than a deviation of 0.3 dB over the full

temperature range -55°C to 125°C. A zero volt dc level

is to be maintained at the input and output. With a

view toward possible realization of the design, devices

are characterized as those that can be achieved in the

forseeable future in the integrated circuits laboratory

at Berkeley. Device parameters are summarized in Table

XIII. The small-signal model of Fig. 9(b) is used in

the analysis.
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I. 'Jhe Level Shifting Network

The series-series has been chosen for realizing the

basic building block and the next step is to establish

the level shifting network, A resistive level shift is

to be used and has the general representation of Pig. 21.

In this representation an ideal current source is used

to bias the configuration. Such a source exhibits an

infinite impedance and hence gain attenuation through

the level shift is minimized. Two ways of approximating

this current source are shown in Fig. 22.

In Fig. 22(a), as in Fig. 8, a transistor current

source is used. This approach has the advantage of

maintaining a very high impedance source, but it also

entails a serious disadvantage in terms of frequency per

formance. In Fig. 22(b) the current source is approxi

mated by a resistor. This leads to significant gain

attenuation, but frequency limitations are avoided.

The small-signal equivalent circuits corresponding

to the configurations of Fig. 22 have been analyzed

using the transistor model employed in Chapters 2 and 3«

A voltage source drive and 10 kil load are assumed. The

voltage gain is the transfer function of interest. If

a 1 kJi level-shifting resistor, Rcs, is assumed, the

configuration of Fig. 22(a) results in a voltage transfer

ratio of 0.9 at low frequencies. Because of the caoaci-

tance seen at the collector of the current source transistor,
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which is of the order of '4- pF and is in shunt with the

10 ksi load resistance, the configuration exhibits a

© —i
pole at -2.7x10 sec . The presence of this low pole

is found in general for the network of Fig. 22(a) and,

hence, this circuit has severe limitations as far as

wideband applications are concerned.

A possible solution to the frequency problem

encountered with the circuit of Fig. 22(a) is the use

of capacitive compensation across the level shift resis

tance, RLs» Tne small-signal equivalent circuit for

Fig. 22(a) can be approximated as shown in Fig. 23(a)

For this circuit the dominant pole is located at -l/RuCe^.

To compensate for this pole, a capacitor is introduced

across Rus (Fig. 23(b)) such that

Analysis of the actual small-signal configuration (based on

Fig. 22(a)) when Ccowp is introduced indicates that

compensation is achieved. However, since Cef^ is only

an approximation to the loading presented by the bias

transistor, it is virtually impossible to cancel precisely

the dominant pole. In any case, a precise capacitance

value could not be realized monolithically. As a result,

a significant dip occurs in the gain magnitude-frequency

response. This is illustrated in Fig. 24. Such a

distorted response is generally not considered acceptable.
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Fig. 23 (a) Approximate small-signal representa
tion of the configuration of Fig. 22(a)

(b) Introduction of a compensation capacitor
to achieve pole-zero cancellation
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Because of the frequency limitations of the tran

sistor biased level shift, the configuration of Fig. 22(b)

will be used in the block design. For typical resistor

values of RLs =1 kst and R &lAs> = 3 kn, the voltage

transfer ratio at low frequencies is 0.74 when a 10 kst

load is assumed. The smallest pole of this configuration

© —I
is located at -29.9x10 sec and is thus non-dominant

with regard to the expected frequency response for the

block..

II. Design of the Complete Block

The configuration chosen for the complete gain block

is shown in Fig. 25. Most of the numerical design proceeds

on a dc basis. Except for the elements R€, , Rei> C^ and

Rp, element values are established from dc considerations.

Of course, the choice of R^ must be such as to assure

an adequate loop gain. That is, R^ cannot be chosen

to be excessively large.

The dc design is carried out through consideration

of the common mode equivalent half-circuit shown in

Fig. 26. Transistor QB, .provides the bias for devices
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Q and Q3 and is driven by common mode feedback through

the diode-connected transistor Qa£. The feedback tends

to dc stabilize the configuration in the following manner.

Suppose, for some reason such as temperature, the base-

emitter voltage of Q2 begins to rise. This leads to

an increase in the collector current of Q2 and therefore

the current in Q&z increases. Since Qa, and Q^are

driven by the same base-emitter voltage, the current in

QBt will increase. As a result, the collector current

of Q , increases and there is a corresponding decrease

in the collector voltage of 0,. Thus, the tendency for

the base-emitter voltage of Qa to increase is opposed.

Because of this dc feedback, a suitable operating point

can be maintained over large changes in temperature.

The bias transistors QBt and QB2 are driven by the

same base-emitter voltage. Hence, the ratio of collector

currents in these devices is the same as the ratio of

emitter areas. Thus, the amount of current in QBt relative

to that in QB2 is controlled by specifying the relative

emitter areas for these devices.

Transistors Qa, and QB<4. represent a common mode

feedback loop that is used to maintain the dc output

voltage at zero. The average output voltage is sampled

through the large resistors RA and is fed into the differ

ential pair formed by Qss and Q^. The other side of this

pair is referenced to ground through a resistance comparable
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Fig. 26 Common-mode equivalent half-circuit for
the block configuration of Fig. 23
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* OUT
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Fig. 27 Differential-mode equivalent half-circuit
for the block configuration of Fig. 23
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to that through which the output voltage level is sensed.

Q is used to supply part of the bias current for Q3,

thus completing the feedback loop. Consider the situation

where the average output voltage rises above zero. This

lead's to an increase in the collector current of QB^and

a corresponding increase in the collector current of Q3.

In turn, the base voltage of Q^ is reduced. This voltage

is tracked proportionally by the ouput dc voltage and

hence, the increase in the output voltage is opposed'.

To begin the numerical design, dc current and voltage

levels are specified throughout the circuit. Rc» » Rc? > rd> r-p>

Rc3 , R3, Rus and Rue are then chosen to satisfy these

levels. The emitter area of QQJ relative to Qsz is chosen

to maintain the desired current levels in Q, and Qs. RE

is selected so that Qs^ draws the proper amount of current

from Q3. The sampling resistors RA are kept as large

as possible in order to minimize their attenuation effect

on the ac output signal.

Values for Re,, Re2 , C^, and Rp are chosen using .

the differential mode half-circuit of Fig. 27. R^ is

selected so that Rd/2 in parallel with Rc3 provides

the desired small-signal load for the triple. Rei and

Re2 are chosen to meet the low-frequency gain specification.

Then, the open loop response of the triple is determined

through a computer analysis and C^ is selected for proper

shaping of the root loci.
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Element values for the complete block design are

listed in Table XIV. For any overall block gain specifi

cation, a somewhat higher gain is required for the triple

alone to account for attenuation in the level shifting

network. This attenuation is given by

Thus, the gain requirement for the triple is

Av (o) s Avr (o) /Avu (o) &.?>)

where A^tO) is the overall gain of the block. For the

design at hand AVL(0) = 0.721. Hence, for AVT(0) = 50,

it is required that Av(0) = 69.4.

A value of 50057. is chosen for R^» so as to maintain

a loop gain of at least 100 for the triple. The correspond

ing value for Rei = Rez needed to obtain Av(0) = 69.4 is

4151. A differential load resistance, Rp, of 448n is

necessary to provide a net 200Ti load for the triple.

The open loop response for the triple design is

given in Table XV. In obtaining this response the loading

effect of the level shifting network is represented by a

load capacitance equal to C^a (1 pF) of the emitter-

follower. Based on the open loop response a number of

values were considered for C^. The maximum closed loop



R*,= 4tsi Rft=>EOtcJl

Re**4l* Rt~2.08fcft

R^-socm R^-^.O^KS*

Rc,= 8.3fcji Ra= 100ft

R«=3.7S"fcn Rp=^485l

Rc»>L6Kft

Rus=€»0051 C* =8.0 pF

Rus= i.ev:*

Table XIV Element values for the final design
of the configuration in Fig. 25

Tv(a)
PouES ^EttOS

Go9 r<*i/sec.) (lOe^/Scc)

- ,oS3 -ia.s

- l.S - 3>%

\ 18 - \<H

- E8

-34

-4-SO

-S03

Table XV Open loop response for the series-
series triple in the configuration
of Fig. 25
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bandwidth without peaking is obtained with C^ = 8 pF.

For this case the bandwidth is 70 MHz.
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III. Analysis of the Complete Block

The complete differential mode and common mode half-

circuits for the block design corresponding to Table XIV

have been analyzed. A computer-aided dc analysis of the

common mode circuit, carried out using the program ECAP,

indicates that the desired dc voltage and current levels

are obtained. The levels were found to be adequately

insensitive to temperature over the full range of -55°C

to +125*C

The small-signal response of the common-mode circuit

was examined to make sure that no instabilities arise

as a result of the common-mode feedback loops. The

response is found to be stable, exhibiting only left-half

plane natural frequencies that are well away from the tj<o-axis.

The small-signal analysis results for the differential

mode circuit are given in Table XVI. In establishing

the temperature sensitivity of the response, the results

of the common-mode dc analysis are used to take into

account the variations in the collector currents of the

transistors. The temperature dependence assumed for the
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AvrCo)
Deviation

im AvtC^
Poles

(tOS rwVs«c) Cto 8 rad/^gc)

49,4- -2.77o +0*376
-|.54-*j3.SO

-2.8S

-35

-©O

-18

-32

-3e* j 4-^

+•3.3 ±j3^

8*ND-
OaiOTH

C7s.v»/\tipm in

-ss°c 4-ias°c

70 MHq. + 6°7o - !7 7o

Table XVI Small-signal response (differential-
mode) of the final gain block design
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device parameters is included in Table XIII.

From Table XVI it is seen that a low-frequency

gain of 4-9.4 is obtained with the block, along with a

bandwidth of 70 MHz. Over the full temperature range

-55°C to +125*C, the gain exhibits a deviation of -0.24 d£

to +0.09 dB (-2.7$ to +0.93$).
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JUMMARY

A building block approach has been presented as a

flexible means of realizing a fully integrated wideband

lowpass amplifier. On this basis a detailed study of a number

of fundamental feedback configurations has been undertaken

in order to select a configuration for use in realizing

a basic building block. The study has shown the series-

series feedback triple to be particularly suitable for

desensitized wideband amplification in integrated circuits,

A completely monolithic amplifying block, exhibiting zero

volt dc levels at input and output, has been designed

using the series-series triple.

From a general design standpoint it appears that

superior broadband performance usually results when the

signal amolification path is kept as "clean" as possible.

The number of elements, particularly active devices, in

this path, aside from the actual amplifying devices, should

be kept to a minimum. This conclusion is based on the study

of the composite device idea and on the consideration of

various approaches to dc level shifting.

The use of composite devices in a feedback configura

tion is found to be unadvisable for wideband applications,
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except under certain source and load conditions. For

example, the ce-cb configuration, though providing

a larger bandwidth than a single common-emitter stage,

exhibits a second dominant pole relative to the common-

emitter stage, except when the load resistance is kept

small. The additional dominant pole is usually detrimen

tal within a feedback loop.

The simple resistive level shift of Fig. 22(b) was

found to be the most suitable for wideband applications,

despite the gain attenuation associated with this network.

Other approaches to level shifting were seen to introduce

additional significant poles into the frequency response

of the gain block.

The use of a differential, or balanced, amplifier

configuration has been found to be well-suited to direct-

coupled, integrated, wideband applications. By taking

a differential approach the desired zero volt inout and

output dc levels can be achieved easily and the circuit

elements needed to maintain dc stability can be kent out

of the basic amplifying path. That is, the differential

signal path can be kept as simple as possible.

A final comment on the analysis approach taken in

this study is appropriate. Most of the conlusions reached

herein have been arrived at through extensive computer-

aided analysis. The size of this report is somewhat of an
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indication of one of the disadvantages of such an approach.

The effect is rather like that of a "shotgun" approach and

in this sense is not fully satisfying. Yet, for the broad

problem being considered no other precise method of attack

is apparent. A number of the conclusions reached could

not otherwise have been arrived at, except on an intuitive

or approximate basis. The extensive use of computer-aided

analysis, though somewhat tedious and lacking in elegance,

is effective with regard to the general investigation of

wideband lowpass amplification.
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APPENDIX A: IDEAL FEEDBACK EQUATION REPRESENTATION

The technique of establishing an ideal feedback

equation representation for a practical overall feedback

amplifier configuration is given in several references.

As an example, the representation is established here

for the shunt-shunt triple. The triple is shown in Fig.

A.l. In Fig. A.2 a two port representation of a shunt-

shunt feedback configuration is given. It is assumed

that the tv/o ports do not modify each other. For example,

if the basic amplifier has a common ground, so does the

feedback network.

For the configuration of Fig. A.2 the output voltage

is related to the source current by

An. - yTT / x-^r - —£ (A,\)

where yX = y* + yf.. Note that Rs and RL are included in

the basic amplifier parameters y* and yz*.

The overall current gain for the shunt-shunt config

uration can be expressed as



U0>

0

<

-VvV -A/VV

Rf2

Fig. A.l The shunt-shunt feedback triple

Sasjc

Amplifier

(yy)

FtELPSACJC

NETWORK

(yfi)

Fig. A.2 Two port representation of a shunt-
shunt feedback configuration
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To establish the form of the ideal feedback equation

two approximations are necessary in equation (A.2\ First,

it must be assumed that y^-^y^* That is, the reverse

transmission through the basic amplifier is negligible

compared to that through the feedback network. Under

this assumption

ujz - tff* ft-*>

The second approximation required is that the forward

transmission of the feedback network be much less than

that of the basic amplifier (y*»y£). In such a case

^Z -y£ (aa)

When the approximations represented by equations (A.yj

and (A.4)hold, the overall current gain expression takes

the form

A * . n r" (A.5)
-<*t£i

where

•f* = - a« ** ^n)

(126)
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The expression for the forward transmission, ar, is

simply the current gain of the basic amplifier with the

loading of y* and yfz included. fT is the reverse trans

mission of the feedback network.

Appropriate circuits for determing ax and £j for the shunt-

shunt triple are given in Fig. A,5. The circuit of Fig.

A.5(a) is also suitable for determining the loop gain,

TT = -a^fj •



*l

941
•A/W

i-s

(a)

R*2
AAAr-

(b)

R^ll;

Fig. A.5 Circuits for determining ar, f^, and
T^ for the shunt-shunt triple
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APPENDIX B: OPTIMIZATION OF FEEDBACK ELEMENT VALUES

The series-shunt pair (Fig. 1(a)), the shunt-series

pair (Fig. 1(c)) and the emitter-coupled pair configuration

of Fig. 5 all exhibit the same form of expressions for

the forward and feedback transmission functions.

-^ ^ (B.l)

where Kr, K2, K3, and K^ are constants. From the feedback

expression, the feedback elements are seen to be constrained

in a linear manner for a given specification of f(0).

It is desired to maximize a(0) under the constraint (B.2).

This is a straigntforward task consisting merely of sub-

situting (B.2) in the expression for a(0) and setting the

derivative of tne resulting expression, with respect to

Re, equal to zero. Solving for R^ leads to

Re= LKeKb/c]^ (b.S)
and hence
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In a practical design situation an iterative procedure

is used to establish the optimum values for R^ and R^.

First, an estimate of a(0) is made and used to determine

the needed f(0) for a given A(0). Using the value; obtained

for f(0), Rtt and R^ are determined from eauations (B.5) and

(B.4). These values can then be used to determine a(0)

and the procedure is repeated. The processes usually

converges in two or three cycles.
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APPENDIX C: OUTPUT FEEDBACK ZERO

In Chapter 2 a feedback zero is found to be associated

with the output collector in configurations with a series

feedback connection at the output. The zero is located at

H* = R>CL^O (c.0

where C0 = C^ + Cp + CL.

That equation (C.l) does represent the exact location

of the zero can be seen by considering the circuit of Fig.

C.l. For the nodes as labeled in the figure, a nodal

analysis leads to

9« -PCM -j?u+ P(^ 4-Cp+cu) -O^

/

v* =

\ ~(*»+!=-+ PC*) 3^^e+^+?^ ^c \

The zeros of the relationship between ic and iu are simply

the zeros of Ac, the cofactor corresponding to the solution

of (C.2) for Vc (=ie/R«).

(c.2)



f

Fig. C.l Small-signal equivalent circuit
for a configuration with series
feedback
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AcCpV - ls (9w+ ^4 pCir) (1 4 pCc^+Cp+C,.)) (c-3)

Thus, the zei%os of ie(p)/iu(p) are located at

(c.4)

a.--i(^*-fe) •-•£•

|z,| is of the order of co+and may be neglected in most

situations. z0 is located as indicated in equation (C.l)

(135)
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